June 2022 Video Library: FITNESS
______________________________________________________________________________
Cross Train: Dynamic Giant Set
If you’re looking for a challenging, quick workout, this is it. Begin with a short and sweet cardiobased warmup, then move into a Giant Set of 7 dynamic exercises for 60 seconds each (with 15
seconds transition), 3 times through! These include strength, balance, agility, upper and core.
(A little nostalgia as it’s set in the old studio on Annette J)
Props: 2 light, and medium weights, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

Cross Train: Cardio, Glutes and Core, Oh My
Work through 3 mini circuits, each with a specific focus: Cardio, Glutes and Core. We
incorporate some of our favourite kettlebell moves (you don’t have to have a KB but it helps!),
balance and lots of core engagement throughout. Props: 2 small, 2 medium, 1 heavy weight,
mat, towel and water. 45 minutes.

Cross Train WOMEN: Jam Packed, 3 x 3 x 3
Strengthen your back, your core and your balance with this workout, with 3 mini HIIT circuits
(45:15), each with 3 exercises, and three times through! Some of our favourites in here,
including Double Rows, Swings, Victory Lunge and ahh, Supine Twist!
Props: 2 light, 2 medium and 1 heavy weights, mat, towel, water. 60 minutes.

Cross Train WOMEN: Single-Sided Tabata
Warm up with ½ Sun Salutes and other movement patterns to prepare us for the work ahead!
Love working through single-sided Tabata (8 intervals of work, 20 sec work/10 sec rest). Lots of
glute work, core, legs and back, and as always, Tabata go quickly! Props: a sturdy chair, 2 light,
2 medium weights, belt, mat, towel, water. 60 minutes.

Movement for Stiff Bodies: HIIT (50:20)
Start with a KB warmup (it’s okay if you don’t have a kettlebell!), then move into 4 HIIT circuits
(50 sec dynamic exercise/20 sec active rest). The workout includes moves like Squat + 1 Arm
Shoulder Press, Alternating Lunges, Plank to Knee Tuck, Long Lever Swings and Russian Twists.
(A little nostalgic, set in the old studio on Annette J)
Props: 2 medium and 1 heavy weight, yoga belt, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes

Movement for Stiff Bodies: Strength with Eccentric
Every exercise moves through 3 patterns: concentric, isometric and eccentric movement.
Eccentric is described as when the weights move back to the ground . . . we’ll find this on a few
of our exercises! This is a full Tabata workout which goes quick and is satisfying. Train your leg
stability and strength, your glutes, your chest, balance and inner core.
Props: 2 light, 2 medium and 1 heavy weight, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

Mindful Fitness for Aging Well: Chair and Agility
Warmup with a sturdy chair: Downward Dog, Twists, Figure 4, Hams and Hips. Then we work
through mini circuits of 3 exercises, 1 with the chair (legs), 1 for core and 1 for agility. Agility is
the sister to Balance, especially as we age, and like all things, if we don’t practice, we don’t have
it when we need it!
Props: 2 light and 2 medium weights, sturdy chair, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

Mindful Fitness for Aging Well: Low to the Mat, Train Your Core
Start low to the mat today with Cat/Cow, Needle Twist, Downward Dog! Our workout continues
low to the mat in super sets (pairs of exercises done for 45 seconds, twice through), mixed in
with Partner 21 workouts (I’m your partner!). Lots of careful core integration and some simple
strength building work.
Props: 1 light or 1 medium weight, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

